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Abstract:
Nowadays we are living in a world with a growing impact of services. Services became more complicated,
complex and hard to design. It is not just a new phenomenon; it is a complex change of economic paradigm
with all related consequences.
The presentation is focused to the presentation of basic elements and contexts of the Service Science
domain - to understand the difference between Product Dominant Logic (PDL) and Service Dominant Logic
(SDL), basic principles and modeling. It is necessary to understand new relationships and models that are
created in service world, as well as the role of Information and Communication Technologies in service.
The presentation will introduce to the Service Thinking, how to establish a stable service relationship, what
are possible issues and problems, coming with service dominant logic.
On the practical examples, taken from Smart City of Industry 4 domains students will understand the
basement of paradigm change and how they need to change the way of their thinking.
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